Introduction
Leonid Zherebov was a Soviet engineer who designed a continuous pulp cooker, an unprecedented invention for cooking pulp continuously. Zherebov was born in tsarist Russia in 1863. He graduated from Moscow University and gained first professional experience at a paper factory in Kamensk, not far from Moscow, and afterwards worked as a director at the plant.
After continuing his education at Moscow Higher Technical School, Zherebov moved away from practical engineering and devoted his time to the theoretical examination of timber for manufacturing pulp and paper. He was among few researchers who continued to work under the Bolsheviks, managing to build an excellent career and escape the repressions of the 1930s.
During these years, he received patents for his inventions and founded several educational and research organizations. For example, in 1926 he received a patent for producing galipot from resinous wood, a project he had finished eleven years earlier. Kamyr digester required about 60 -90 minutes at 170 degrees, while batch cooking used lower temperature and took six to seven hours to produce cellulose. 4 However, the project remained on paper until the early 1930s when Zherebov managed to find support for his invention from the Soviet leadership. This was a period when the Soviet government tried to develop new technologies and industries, as well as significantly increase the production of pulp and paper.
While the same search was happening in other counties, in the USSR the problem of pulp production was considered urgent at the state level.
Although right after the revolution the Bolsheviks chose to industrialize Soviet industry rapidly, the number of new pulp plants remained small. In the pre-war period, several factories To a large extent they were equipped with foreign technology, and launched the construction of dependant industrial mono-towns near them. 5 The capacity of these new plants, however, did not match that of the rapidly developing international pulp industry. Despite huge forests, the Soviet pulp and paper industry processed only five percent of cut trees, while the American industry used 35 and the Canadian 40 percent of wood. 6 Also, archival materials often show new plants as miserably undersupplied and lacking modern equipment or experts. For example, plants were often built in areas that were rapidly deforested and, thus, were a long distance from supplies of wood.
Compared to many other industries, before WWII the pulp remained rather marginalized.
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However, Zherebov`s method was supported by officials at the highest level. The invention was unique in the context of Soviet policy in innovations: Zherebov was one of few scientists strongly supported by the state in the non-military industry. Although the construction of digester resistant to high temperatures was expensive, it could satisfy two needs of the Soviet government: solving the problem of insufficient and bad quality pulp, as well as the shortage of labor, since the new technology reduced the number of workers needed in a pulp factory. 8 Batch cooking did not allow engineers, research institutions and, finally, the main consumer of pulp, the Soviet state, to fulfill set aims and norms of production. Therefore, Zherebov offered a promising invention, one which could help improve the performance of pulp production and to some extent contribute to Stalin`s ambitious tasks in surpassing the West and make the country the leading inventor in the world.
9
The initial experiments done by Zherebov himself were quite successful: first, at the since military actions in Soviet territory resulted in immense damage to factories, the evacuation of research institutions, and left industry in disarray even after the war's end. The destiny of the experimental digester seems to be unknown, but it is probable that it was lost or deconstructed in the war period.
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In the era of overt tension with capitalist countries and intensive militarizing on the eve and after WWII, the Soviets became more concerned with producing pulp for military purposes.
In these terms, the pulp industry gained more meanings and became of higher priority than before. As Bruce Parrott notes, the Soviet technological strategy defined its foreign politics.
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Some authors even contend that, Soviet leadership initiated the war with Finland in order to receive its modern industrial capacities for pulp and paper production near the Finnish-Soviet border. 12 Indeed, during WWII the Soviet Union annexed several plants on the Karelian peninsula and Ladoga Karelia, as well as factories in the Baltic States and Japan. 13 However, because war actions caused a significant damage to the enterprises when the Finns evacuated machinery (which was returned gradually after the war, but often installed very chaotically), the annexation did not automatically bring a radical improvement to the Soviet pulp and paper industry. It was clear that improving existing technology would be more efficient than expanding production via new factories. As a result, introducing intensive methods of pulp production was seen as a priority and encouraged by state officials. The ministry decided to continue Zherebov`s project and recognized it now as "the towering achievement of a Soviet scientist."
14 Implementing Zherebov`s method after WWII Two years after the war, the Minister of the Pulp and Paper Industry Leonid Grachev published a decree on Zherebov`s invention. It stated that now "it was urgent to create an experimental digester for continuous cooking of pulp", and then put the experiment into industrial production immediately. 15 For these purposes, the Ministry allocated a large sum. 16 If
Richter gained support from a private company, Zherebov`s idea was supported by state officials, who would play a leading role in organizing and controlling implementation of continuous cooking after the war. The invention was registered as an author right (avtorskoe svidetel`stvo), the basic form of intellectual property which inventors could use in the Soviet Union. It implied that the inventor, as Soviet sources formulated it, "relied his idea to the Soviet society" (practically, the state or, more precisely, to institutions responsible for innovating). The author right meant that the inventor was recognized as an author, could work on his project, but
was not an exclusive owner of the invention. 17 The project was, from the beginning, monopolized by the state, supporting the argument that "resource allocation and decision making in the USSR were significantly more centralized than the mobilization of science in Nazi Although the Ministry initially decreed that the project would be fulfilled within one year, in 1947 it failed. The main reason was a lack of technical parts and equipment. The
Ministry board blamed the factory's leadership, claiming that they had an irresponsible attitude towards the project, i.e. "the most significant innovation of Soviet science". In addition, the head of Glavsulfittselliuloza Malytin wrote to the head of the plant that "to a large extent, the delay in implementation of continuous pulp cooking is happening because of you." Malytin specified that the leadership of the plant "did not take any concrete measures to order the equipment." 22 Sil'chenko explained that he was not able to find the appropriate parts as they were not produced in the Soviet Union. As the historian Donald Filtzer shows, Soviet "engineering factories, that made machines, simply did not make the spare parts for them," and even some construction enterprises functioned at the time. It was much easier to acquire a new machine than a spare part for an old one. 23 In fact, the plant requested permission to import equipment from Finland, which had close trade connections with the Soviet Union. 24 However, purchasing parts from abroad was not a simple task and required the involvement of the State Committee on Introducing Modern
Techniques to the People`s Economy of the Soviet Union and organizations of foreign trade.
Moreover, finding the parts required identifying appropriate suppliers in foreign professional literature, requesting help from engineers who had travelled abroad on research trips, or soliciting foreign companies, then negotiating with foreign partners on the inter-state level.
Getting parts thus included considerable negotiation, followed by long delays.
I could not find data regarding where the Enso plant found spare parts, although there were a number of suppliers of foreign equipment to the Enso plant in the following years. 25 In 1950, the plant received some tools for an experimental digester, but the launch was delayed because other necessary parts were missing, in particular high-heat pumps. In October 1950, the Minister issued a new decree, complaining that the work of implementing continuous pulp cooking was moving at an "impossibly slow pace." 26 In response, Sil'chenko said that "the plant was not blame." He specified that they now lacked expertise, as the skilled engineers in the plant as well as the workers lacked training in continuous cooking and simply did not know what to do with the new equipment. 27 This problem seems to concern not only pulp cooking, but present a general lack of training in the industry. Thus, a local newspaper contains dozens of notices published by specialists and workers who complained that some did not want to learn new technologies and did not know how to work with modern machinery. 28 In 1950 an anonymous report (probably prepared by one of specialists who worked on the project) on Zherebov`s digester observed that "there was no any sign of motivated research." 29 Other engineers complained, "The digester was a secret project, and it was not discussed widely by other specialists of the plant. There was a narrow circle of people who solved all the questions." 30 Indeed, in trying to launch a revolutionary technology, the Soviet leadership was eager to keep the digester secret in order to prevent its leak to the West. This might explain why even despite having no resources for the development of the technology, the Ministry did not seek foreign expertise openly. Instead, during the first three years of the project, all the responsibility was put on domestic potential -specifically, on a small group of engineers working in the plant. As mentioned above, pulp was a dual-use technology and had shared purposes with military industry. The Soviet Union had a large military sector, and hundreds of factories "produced dual-use products which were immediately capable of or easily adaptable to defense use." 31 In this sense, the plant in Enso/Svetogorsk was a periphery of the militaryindustrial complex. 32 As a result, the flow of information about technology was complicated.
This issue appears often in local documents as criticism and explanation of why the project did not work in practice.
The group of specialists worked on the digester had connections with Zherebov`s development laboratory in Moscow, which dealt primarily with improvements to the initial project. In the early 1950s, a specialist from the laboratory, Khutolev, came to the plant, but his participation, as some local engineers complained, was not active enough. 33 In the same year, the administration of the plant tried to initiate an agreement with the Leningrad branch of the Research Institute of Chemical Machinery in order to find help in implementing Zherebov`s project. The institute responded by saying that they did not have specialists able to fulfill the task. 34 However, archival sources demonstrate that slightly later this institute did work on continuous cooking, using Finnish machinery. 35 This story illustrates the competition between different institutions in the Soviet Union; specialists of the research institute who were not formally responsible for implementing Zherebov`s method, did not feel obliged to share their experience with the Enso plant. 36 In 1951, the Ministry assigned the above-mentioned TsNIIB the task of assisting with implementation. 37 The institute`s engagement in Enso/Svetogorsk was not initially very active.
For example, engineers at the plant tried to find technical literature on continuous cooking from TsNIIB, as the local library was not equipped with papers on the method. It seems probable that works published by Richter were not easily accessible, although specialists on the project were aware of the inventor. And despite the fact that the Enso project was supported at the highest level, the plant did not receive detailed materials or instructions on Zherebov`s method. The documentation given by Zherebov`s research board was enough to explain the basic principles of his complicated technological process, but could not provide the answers to specific questions. In 1951, in a letter to the head of TsNIIB Sergey Puzyrev, Sil'chenko wrote that from all the materials on continuous cooking "there was only a project of installation of digester and a short technical description." 38 It is noticeable that the letter was marked as secret and proved that only few people knew about the project. Using his position as the head of the plant Sil`chenko asked for the loan or purchase of technical literature on continuous cooking. In particular, he asked about articles by Richter which, he assumed, should have been in the institute's collection. 39 The answer from Puzyrev was rather astonishing; he indicated that there was translation of a paper by
Richter and Otto on continuous cooking, but that he could not provide a copy. The reason, Puzyrev explained, was that there was only a single copy of the required volume and all the typists were too busy to make a duplicate. 40 As a result, it was only possible to read the book in the reading room of the library. I cannot say if Sil'chenko finally found the articles elsewhere or managed to get a copy from the institute's library, but crucial here is the strong divide between the industrial organization and research institution, even when both were assigned to work on the same project.
This case is more indicative if to remember that the cooperation between Enso/Svetogorsk and the Institute happened in the context of a state program on strengthening connections between research and production. However, it was not a successful project, a fact recognized by the administration of the Institute. As Larin, the vice-head of the scientific department of the Institute responsible for the relationship, said in 1951, "in the first years of cooperation there were significant problems. In particular, specialists of the Institute simulated their activeness in this deal and just came to plants to give lectures and papers, sometimes even not strongly connected thematically with the pulp and paper industry." 41 Larin also stressed that excessive technical aid to factories might distract specialists from "pure theoretical research"
(here he probably meant the investigations of research scientists). This conclusion contradicted his critics, by expressing the unwillingness of researchers to work in industry -a fact illustrated the pattern of communication with Enso/Svetogorsk described above. As Kendall Bailes noted, industrial scientists generally visited factories only occasionally in order to give instructions and left soon thereafter. 42 During the summer of 1951, the engineer-in-chief of the plant Konstantin Malyshkin corresponded with Glavtselliuloza complaining about a lack of machinery and electrical equipment needed for the upper section of the digester, despite regular requests to the central offices for industrial management. 43 The typical answer he received said that "there are no facilities in the warehouses" and at the same time a contradicting statement "take decisive measures to finish the works." 44 were mostly done by eye and depended on the qualification and experience of operating personnel. 45 In 1953, the plant received additional funding to finish the project and start industrial production. 46 This meant that the state was still investing its hopes in the project, relying on the existed resources. In 1953, Malyshkin reported to the Ministry that the digester was checked and installed, but again described a number of technical problems. 47 In the following two years, engineers were involved in repair and attempts to overcome deficiencies in the equipment.
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De-Stalinization and the end of the project
The Khrushchev era encouraged the society to express their views more openly including some topics, the change called the "thaw". 49 As John Barber et al indicated, in the deStalinization era secrecy was reduced and basically limited to defense and national security. 50 It influenced the digester project, particularly as the participation of TsNIIB became more active.
So, in 1955, when the Zherebov`s digester was installed, specialists in Svetogorsk made one more attempt to launch continuous cooking as an industrial process. It was now technically successful but failed to produce pulp of good quality. The basic problem originated from the impossibility of cooking pulp at 200 degrees necessary to produce mass of good quality. To examine the failure, a group of specialists from TsNIIB visited the factory in December 1955.
After inspection, they organized a joint meeting in Leningrad with the engineer-in-chief of Svetogorsk, Konstantin Malyshkin, to discuss the results of the trip. Among other issues, the specialists stressed technical foul-ups and mistakes made while installing the digester. Thus, in her report, Institute specialist Galina Kosaya complained that the digester was installed completely improperly by factory engineers. 51 As previously, Malyshkin said in response that the problem was in the bad quality of Soviet parts, and control instruments that did not function
properly. For example, he asserted that the engineers in Svetogorsk did not have a functioning apparatus to use as an example for important parameters or the cooking time of pulp in the digester. 52 Indeed, the digester was a closed apparatus in which loading, cooking, and washing were done simultaneously -making the use of automated controls extremely important in managing the complicated process. Paper and Wood-Working Industry. They concluded that construction was done mostly on the basis of existing materials borrowed from the other parts of the plant while the quality of pulp was low and did not meet standards. 54 The delegates decreed that the digester had to be fixed by May 1956, but it was now also important to introduce and investigate the continuous cooking digesters already installed and operating in Sweden and Finland. They recommended the engineers in Svetogorsk intensify their study of a Kamyr digester already purchased from Finland in 1955, installed but still not functioning in the Marysky pulp and paper plant -one of the most updated Soviet factories at that time, but located quite far from Svetogorsk. 55 The commission said that travelling to Finland was urgent in order to examine their digesters and speed up research in the Soviet Union. It was also important, they said, to send some experienced engineers from Svetogorsk to the Marysky plant to assist in launching a Kamyr digester there.
Finally, "it was necessary to investigate thoroughly this digester and transform this experience into Zherebov`s parameters." 56 This trip to check the plant seems to be among the last attempts from the leadership to introduce Zherebov`s method, and shows the turn on the part of the Ministry and related institutions toward transferring foreign technologies instead of developing domestic variants.
Indeed, in 1955, the Kamyr installation was purchased by the Soviet Union, its investigation was included in the chief plan of development and implementation. 57 The purchase of foreign technology was the result of the state's campaign to achieve rapid modernization to large extent based on foreign experience.
Starting in the mid-1950s, the state turned to a strong critique of the project. In May 1955 at the meeting of the Central Administration of Cellulose Industry, vice-chairman P. Alekseev stressed that the reason of why it took so long to deal with the project was the fault of Ministry passivity. 58 Paper when there was no analogous research abroad. They stressed that the Ministry issued more than twenty decrees on the method, as well as included it to the state plan on techniques five times, and the total cost of the project was more than 20 million rubles, a large sum, but all this had zero effect. 59 In addition, they stressed that much later than in Enso/Svetogorsk, similar research was launched abroad and became widespread in Sweden, Finland and the United
States. 60 In these conclusions, given by industry administrators, we see responsibility put on the As he said at the beginning of his presentation, he did not expect to see so many people in the room and had anticipated a small group of specialists as before. 61 The meeting publically exposed a conflict between specialists from different institutions which centered on the basic point of Zherebov`s invention -the temperature of cooking. It was the first time that Zherebov`s method was attacked as such: in particular, specialists from TsNIIB heavily criticized his innovative idea for cooking pulp at above 200 degrees. One of them, Nikolay Rosenberg, argued that the project was not successful because the technical parameters of the digester could not be implemented in practice. He stressed that the Swedish company Kamyr could produce digesters on a by-order basis, but even they would not guarantee the digester if it was used to cook the pulp above 200 degrees as Zherebov insisted. 62 He concluded that Zherebov`s idea was impossible and proposed to construct a new digester based on a more rational approach. Zherebov, who had been supported by the Ministry for two decades, now seemed to have become an object of strong critique. Rosenberg was the first to attack the construction of the Svetogorsk digester not only because of problems in installation, but at the level of project design. As a result, he persuaded the audience that Zherebov`s project was unpromising, time consuming, and had become a goal in and of itself rather than contributing to real, functional, applied industry progress. 63 His presentation ended in outcries from the audience, demanding that Zherebov be invited to the meeting at once. 64 Indeed, Zherebov arrived at the meeting the next day to deliver a public answer to
Rosenberg. In his rebuttal, he asserted that in the past he had successfully cooked pulp at temperatures over 200 degrees and the failures of the digester in Svetogorsk were caused by improper construction (done by the plant and supervised by TsNIIB), rather than his method itself. He blamed the Institute, arguing that they wanted to stop implementation because of cost and time, but stressed the significance of his invention for the future. "No one engineer has a right to refuse from a project even if he failed more than twice," he said while contending that the Institute did not observe the conditions for proper installation. 65 In addition, Zherebov accused Rosenberg of interfering in the experiments at Svetogorsk, of changing the technical parameters of the project, and lowering the cooking temperature.
The meeting also exposed why Zherebov had little role at Svetogorsk. Indeed, I could not find any indication of his presence in local sources. 66 The absence was noted by the head of TsNIIB Sergey Puzyrev, who asked why Zherebov had not come to Svetogorsk and did not communicate with scientists before the 1956 meeting. Zherebov replied that his invention was of secret character and he felt obliged to be cautious, but also complained that TsNIIB monopolized the project and its oversight, excluding him deliberately from visiting the plant. Zherebov wanted Soviet engineers, rather than foreign experts, to complete the project. 67 In its turn, TsNIIB argued, backed by support from the Ministry, that Zherebov had monopolized the project and did not allow anyone to enter Svetogorsk. 68 These accusations illustrate that Svetogorsk`s engineers had to work alone, without the support of the research organizations theoretically involved in installing equipment at the factory. The explanation emerged from how the author of an industrial innovation had no responsibility to work on his project himself. In practice, we see that neither TsNIIB nor Zherebov`s office (both state organizations) took an active part in the project, but all accused the other in monopolizing the invention.
Some recognized specialists from other institutions, such as Iurii Nepenin (the docent of the S.M. Kirov Forest Academy in Leningrad), that were not involved in the project, supported
Zherebov and his method, although their number was quite small. However, those who participated in the practical implementation of the project were highly critical. Malyshkin, for example, stated loudly during the meeting that wood cooked at above 200 degrees produced dung, not pulp. 69 Generally speaking, the argument at the meeting was divided between so called theoretical scientists, who conducted successful but limited experiments in their laboratories, and applied scientists, who were not successful in translating these experiments into industrial practice. The conflict seems to have arisen from how communication and labor were distributed during the project's construction. For example, if a part or technical aspect of the digester malfunctioned, the plant would replace it -but these engineers did not have a sense of the project as a whole, a matter relegated to the theoreticians. This division emerged from a larger conflict between research institutions that were generally isolated from each other and unable to communicate effectively. In practice, both Zherebov`s office and TsNIIB worked separately, and the meeting in 1956 was among the first joint discussions of the project.
Many participants said that it was important to discuss the digester project widely, since achieving such a technologically complex project in secret made any success hard to prove. The specialist Korotkov admitted, "it is ridiculous, but there are many rumors… many say the digester for continuous cooking is the digester of continuous repairs and reconstructions". 70 The need to publicize scientific knowledge to a large audience was part of a larger trend in the twentieth century, which saw science and technology become much more international. As Joseph Berliner argued, if the state did not participate in international intercourse, it lost in the promotion of technological progress. 71 In its conclusion, the 1956 meeting decided that the "existing technological equipment of the Svetogorsk digester is not promising because of improperly executed construction and cannot be used for the creation of domestic digester for continuous cooking... This is why further work on the digester is not reasonable and must be stopped." 72 The meeting concluded that the Leningrad Research Institute of Chemical Machinery should work on a new project and present it to a wider audience. 73 It is probable that the decision to stop the project was also connected with the change in the supervision of technical innovations. Due to reforms of inventions, in 1955 the Ministry lost its responsibility for innovating, and it was the Committee on Innovations which was now responsible for overseeing new design and development. I assume that this committee did not include such an ambiguous project in its program and chose to take care about newer innovations.
Still, shortly after the meeting, Zherebov sought support from the Minister of the Paper and Timber Industry Feodor Varaksin, claiming that the specialists from TsNIIB were very hostile towards his high-temperature cooking method, despite his successful experiments of 20 years before. He also reminded Varaksin that his project was supported by the Ministry extending back before the war and asked to continue the project, but exclude Rosenberg, Kosaya, and Malyshkin. Zherebov blamed them for not following his design specifications and for perpetrating the myth that his cooking methods were impossible. The meeting, he argued, had been planned in advance so that the discussions were not productive. 74 In addition, Zherebov Roberts argued, Soviet leaders invested in old-fashioned projects which resulted in manufacturing unnecessary products and supported certain production figures. 76 This probably explains why the project continued for so long despite many problems. In the beginning of the Khrushchev period, new leadership at the ministry ceased supporting Zherebov.
Khrushchev's new technological policy implied closer communications with Western engineers. Soviet leadership initiated rapid technological modernization in 1955, and industries were urged to "surpass and overcome America". 77 The government strived to fulfill this task by using Western achievements in technology, foregrounding the importance of borrowing from the West, and, thus, initiated a shift from autarky to cooperation with the outer world. 78 It meant not only more intensive trade connections, but collaboration between experts on the micro level.
Among other practices, it implied engineers visiting from abroad vice versa. As a rule, these trips were organized by the State Committee on New Techniques within agreements on scientifictechnical cooperation signed with foreign countries, the number of which had increased in the Khrushchev`s time. 79 For instance, in 1955, the Soviet leadership signed an agreement on cooperation in science and technology with Finland that included trips by Soviet engineers to Finnish factories and research organizations. In the pulp and paper industry the themes of cooperation included learning new technologies, such as bleaching, production of viscose, etc.
Based on their trips, delegates were to prepare reports which sometimes were very lengthy and full of details. 80 In the early 1960s, some other Soviet plants used digesters of different designmodifications of Kamyr as well as alternative designs also purchased from abroad. In particular, in 1962 a Pandia digester delivered by Parsons and Whittemore was purchased for the Chersonese pulp and paper factory in Crimea. Like Kamyr`s digester, this apparatus was thoroughly investigated by Soviet engineers, in particular after some defects were revealed. 81 Local engineers replaced few technical components (feeders) with those produced in the Soviet Union because of splits, while the digester itself quickly became rusted. 82 By the 1960s, therefore, some replacement parts and modifications were already produced in the Soviet Union -however, it is not easy to say what parts were still not provided by the Soviet machinery industry. In any case, Western technological innovation was successfully introduced to Soviet manufacturing and used both for industrial purposes and research to modify foreign technology.
However, neither Zherebov`s project nor Kamyr digesters improved the performance of the Soviet pulp industry significantly. Despite a general growth of inputs (due to the enlargement of production), the technological level of the industry remained low. 83 In 1960, the Soviet leadership issued a decree which said about the need to liquidate "the backwardness of the pulp and paper industry." It outlined a program of changes such as reconstruction of factories, the implementation of modern technologies, increasing production --essentially the same problems identified as early as the 1910s. In the following years, dozens of plants were renovated, but not the entire system. Problems in supplying the factories with machinery and raw materials remained, as did issues with product quality that first appeared when Zherebov`s digester was being installed. Nevertheless, these problems did not preclude some positive developments. For example, by the end of the Khrushchev`s era some new technologies were introduced to the industry enabling the production of producing viscose pulp, and the use of wood wastes in production, among others.
Despite the failure of the project, Zherebov was still considered a significant Soviet inventor and author of an excellent idea by many engineers. Even before his death, various institutions published volumes devoted to his professional life. Some engineers, again, stressed that his ideas were developed earlier than similar concepts in other countries, 84 while others argued that his invention was adopted if not stolen by foreign engineers who could successfully adapt it for industrial production. 85 Zherebov died in 1959, three years after his invention was scrapped, and 25 years after its introduction.
Conclusions
This article examined the history of Zherebov`s project of continuous pulp cooking and discussed the interactions between research and industrial institutions as well as the interplay of political and technological factors that hindered Soviet innovating in the first post-war decades.
First, the nationalization of science and technology as well as militarized economy created obstacles for research. In Stalin`s period the state monopolized the inventions of military relevance and kept them secret not only from the outer world, but within the country. Zhrebov`s project was thus restricted to a small group of specialists, and was not widely known beyond it even at the plant. In the activities of this group we see a number of barriers, and learn about how the development of innovation was hindered at the institutional level. Monopolization and secrecy created a dilemma around the digester. Zherebov`s innovative idea to cook pulp at very high temperatures was not supported by the research institute TsNIIB, even though it was involved in the project. However, Zherebov's method was defended by the ministry, an umbrella institution for all the actors. Until the mid-1950s the disagreements between research institutions evolved implicitly as Stalin`s regime did not provide a space for discussions of the innovation and chose to support one side. This is why other institutions did not criticize the project and chose to act independently from Zherebov, working on decreasing the temperature. "The digester dilemma" showed that the state was focused on the result and supported technologically ambiguous projects. This support, however, excluded discussions and criticism of the invention by other researchers. In practice, as the example of Kamyr digester showed, such technologies as continuous cooking was difficult and required many iterations of experiments and improvements as well the expertise of a broader research community. Stalin`s regime undermined that the innovation process was international in character and national technologies should develop in a network of technical and information interchange. 86 Scholars rarely address the shifts in research and design innovating in the Khrushchev period. The conflict between two research boards exploded in the "thaw" period in public discussions of the project. It also resulted in Zherebov, "Stalin`s engineer", losing his strong support from the ministry. New ministerial officials and new organs responsible for innovating sought easier ways to modernize. As a result, and with leadership support, they gravitated toward importing foreign technologies already available, further undermining Zherebov's project despite 25 years of investment. Khrushchev`s policy, however, went to the other extreme and relied heavily on foreign transfers. As a result, encouraged by a new state strategy, the Ministry chose to import foreign digesters and launch them for industrial use.
Second, even despite the military relevance of the project, the Soviet economy and industry were not capable of providing enough resources for a complicated technology. The set of technological factors in the history of Zherebov`s project illustrates the scarcity of resources needed to supply innovation, a problem which remained during the whole period. 87 The process of turning invention into industrial production and from testing to technological adjustments was lengthy and required what Hughes noted about large technological systems, that many actors are necessary to build a functional network. As a part of such a system, continuous cooking and, thus, the activities of engineers, depended on successful supplies of all the components, from good-quality wood to spare parts and professional literature. In practice, however, the project revealed problems in the pulp industry, one of most outdated in the USSR. As the story shows, the system continually suffered from one or more missing components. The Enso/Svetogorsky plant faced delays in acquiring technical parts, raw materials and even the books required for expertise. Although the project received substantial funding, purchasing parts and literature was complicated and sometimes impossible. The adaptation of Kamyr`s digesters, already functioning in a better (Western) technological system, did not improve the situation and the Soviet system remained backward for the whole Soviet period. Essentially, this case proved impossible to improve the system as a whole simply by replacing one aspect. This perspectivethe industry as interconnected ensemble of components and actors in the system -is rarely considered in literature, although seems to be crucial for obstacle the innovation.
Undoubtedly, the political system defined the technological one, and these two sets of overlapping factors are connected to the question of the effectiveness of Soviet economy. One might say that the post-war autarky of Stalin`s economy and intensive technology transfer in Khrushchev`s time did not enable inventions to accumulate resources and were two polar strategies. The functions of both political and technological systems seem to provide a little space for successful innovation. This problem remained critical in later Soviet period, despite a number of political, social and economic changes. 
